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Summary of Day One
KRECon 2021: Open Science - Challenges and Opportunities 




● Open Science Coordinator at
○ National Library of Technology
○ UCT Prague
● Eurodoc former president
● PhD in process engineering
@EvaHnatkova 
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Session #1: Future of Scholarly Publishing
https://krecon.cz/event/4/page/11-speakers
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Session #2: Future of Research Data
https://krecon.cz/event/4/page/11-speakers
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Melanie Imming, & Jon Tennant. (2018, June 8). Sticker open science: just science done right
What is Open Science?
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“An approach to the scientific process based on open 
cooperative work, tools and diffusing knowledge.”
Definition, Horizon Europe
Open Science: an umbrella term 
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Why Opening Science Up?
● ↑ quality of research (reproducibility, trust in science)
● ↑ benefits for society (knowledge based society)
Various research outputs, also processes 




● 50% of research is not reproducible!!
10
Monya Baker (Nature, 2016)
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BUT to practice Open Science we need Incentives & rewards 
Current system incentives bad science
● only publications (with high IF)
● not another results/outputs of research
● it encourages individuals rather then collaboration




The Evolution of Acamia
'Publish or perish' mentality
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San Francisco declaration on research assessment
https://sfdora.org/
Plan S: Rights Retention Strategy
Accelerate the immediate and full OA, no embargo, CC BY
Funders under cOAlition S (27 organization worldwide) want 
the authors will publish in all journals (via 3 routes):
● Gold OA - inequality with APC
● Green OA - Resistance against the 
Right Retention Strategy, that could be 
changed by copyright law 
● Transformative Agreements
cOAlition S - moving away from IF (principle 10)
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Shift the system  
Changing minds and practices
● Work together and coordinate it at a national level






Source: Karel Luyben presentation, KRECon 2021 
[https://www.openscience.nl/en/national-programme-open-science]
EOSC
European Open Science Cloud
an initiative of EC to promote Open Science practices
Web of FAIR Data and related Services
● Federation of relevant existing and future data sources
● Virtual space where science producers and consumers 
come together
● 2040 - 50% FAIR Data
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FAIR principles 
● Findable - rich metadata, keywords, persistent identifiers (e.g. DOI)
● Accessible - data in trusted repositories
● Interoperable - standards
● Re-usable - licenses
Open vs. FAIR Data
Go FAIR | Hansen & al (2018)
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● Invest 5% or more of total research budget to make 
research data reusable. 
● 20 researchers - 1 datastewards.
● Datastewards - PhD, separate status, permanent positions.




Thank you for your attention
eva.hnatkova@techlib.cz
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